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History and Reported Experiences

Moving into the home, less than a year ago, the clients have experienced 
unexplained noises and movement of items.  A child in the home speaks 
to a supposed spirit he calls “home-boy”.  Cold spots have also been 
experienced in various places in the home.

 Investigation

Date of Investigation: August 15, 2020

Participants: Connie Williamson, Bess Maxwell, Kirk Cormier

Investigation Narrative:

The investigation began at 8:00 pm after most of the residents vacated 
the home while we investigated.  Only the owner and her sister 
remained.  The investigation consisted primarily of EVP sessions, Spirit 
Box sessions in the middle bedroom and living room.  As our time was 
limited, we concentrated on the usually most productive means of 
investigation.  Some possible evidence from the Spirit Box was obtained 
during the investigation but what was suspected as evidence is included 
below.  The investigation concluded at approximately 10:15 pm.

Personal Experiences

The only personal experience was reported by Bess Maxwell who, while 
sitting on the couch, during an EVP session, experienced a static charge 
feeling around her as well as a cold spot next to her.  This was confirmed 
by a digital laser thermometer.



Model P-SB7 Spirit Box:

Bess Maxwell asking the questions:

#1 Asked for name and possibly got the name “Christian”

#2 Asked if we can do anything and got possibly “yep”

#3 Asked if there was a message for the mother and possible answer “Mommy”

#4 Asked if anyone was near me and got the possible answer “Bess”

#5 In the fifth clip it sounds like the word “Bullshit”

EVP’s: 

None reported

Kinnect:

Nothing captured

Other Devices:

N/A

Digital Storage Devices Included:

Clips included in this report

Conclusion

There is reason to suspect possible paranormal activity due to claims by 
the client and evidence gathered during the short investigation.  There is 
some concern regarding the interaction between “Homeboy” and a child 
in the home.  A longer and more comprehensive investigation would be 
advisable to more accurately assess the situation


